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2024 Grand Design Momentum G-Class 25G $67,919
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Description 2024 Grand Design Momentum G-Class 25G, Grand Design Momentum G-Class
toy hauler 25G highlights: 13' 6" Garage Double-Entry Bath Euro Chairs Ramp
Door/Patio Fuel Station Outside Kitchen Check out the Window Sticker for
building & pricing your New Custom Order Toy Hauler Travel Trailer 25G. It's time
to load up your family and off-road toys to enjoy the great outdoors at the speed
you like with this Momentum G-Class toy hauler. Once at your destination, unload
the toys from the 13' 6" of cargo space, put out the two slides, and start having
fun. You can cook meals in the spacious kitchen area with extra counter space
and relax in the Euro chairs or on the rollover sofas with a table. You can even
cook at the outside kitchen underneath the 19' power awning. Once it's bedtime,
the kids can sleep on the Happi-Jac power bunk or rollover sofas in the main area,
and everyone is sure to appreciate the USB charging outlets to keep the
electronics up and running just like the fuel station will do for the toys. Are you
looking for adventure and fun? The Momentum G-Class toy hauler by Grand
Design will help you find it! You can explore during any season you choose with
the Insulation Package that includes a heated and enclosed underbelly with
suspended tanks, a high-capacity furnace, a moisture barrier floor enclosure, and
cabinet-mounted heat ducts. Each model includes a 30-gallon fuel station with an
interior and exterior gauge, a dovetail rear rend, and 2,500-LB tie-downs anchored
into the chassis. Throughout the Momentum G-Class interior, you'll enjoy many
comfortable features like large panoramic windows, a shower skylight, USB
chargers in the bedroom, and residential cabinetry. *All calculated monthly
payments are an estimate for qualified buyers only and do not constitute a
commitment that financing or a specific interest rate or term is available.
Financing terms may not be available in all Campers Inn Company locations.
Campers Inn RV Sales is not responsible for any misprints, typos, or errors found
in our website pages. Any price listed excludes freight, sales tax, registration tags,
and delivery fees. Manufacturer pictures, specifications, and features may be
used in place of actual inventory in stock on our lot. Please contact us for
availability as our inventory changes rapidly. Manufacturer and/or stock
photographs may be used and may not be representative of the particular unit
being viewed. Where an image has a stock image indicator, please confirm
specific unit details with your dealer representative. Call, Click, Text or Visit Us
Today at Little Dealer Little Prices RV a Campers Inn RV Company and Find Your
Away! Stock 360 Tour & Stock Images may be shown. Colors & Specs may vary.

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: MESATOGDMG25G
VIN Number: 34949-MESATOGDMG25G
Condition: New
Length: 30
GVW: 13000
Sleeps: 6
Slideouts: 2

Item address , Mesa, Arizona, United States
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